
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

・high power motor enables high power traction and high efficiency

・enlarged hydraulic pomp makes the running speed as fast as 4.3km/h

・fertilizer basket lowered to 1200mm from the ground makes charging easier

・new frame structure lessens center gravity movement

・large crawler 101 pitch installed

・roll bar type roof gauge increases the saf

Deep cultivator, middle cultivator, shallow cultivat

pruner( separate)

measurement

high power motor enables high power traction and high efficiency

enlarged hydraulic pomp makes the running speed as fast as 4.3km/h

fertilizer basket lowered to 1200mm from the ground makes charging easier

new frame structure lessens center gravity movement

large crawler 101 pitch installed

roll bar type roof gauge increases the saf

eep cultivator, middle cultivator, shallow cultivat

pruner( separate)

model 

measurement 

gauge 

speed 

high power motor enables high power traction and high efficiency

enlarged hydraulic pomp makes the running speed as fast as 4.3km/h

fertilizer basket lowered to 1200mm from the ground makes charging easier

new frame structure lessens center gravity movement

large crawler 101 pitch installed

roll bar type roof gauge increases the saf

eep cultivator, middle cultivator, shallow cultivat

pruner( separate) 

JOKER OMR

 

Length 

Width 

Height 

weight 

Fixed 

4.3km/h

high power motor enables high power traction and high efficiency

enlarged hydraulic pomp makes the running speed as fast as 4.3km/h

fertilizer basket lowered to 1200mm from the ground makes charging easier

new frame structure lessens center gravity movement

large crawler 101 pitch installed 

roll bar type roof gauge increases the saf

eep cultivator, middle cultivator, shallow cultivat

JOKER OMR-12 

 2350mm

 2120mm

 2600mm

 1750kg

 1800mm

4.3km/h 

high power motor enables high power traction and high efficiency

enlarged hydraulic pomp makes the running speed as fast as 4.3km/h

fertilizer basket lowered to 1200mm from the ground makes charging easier

new frame structure lessens center gravity movement

roll bar type roof gauge increases the safety 

eep cultivator, middle cultivator, shallow cultivat

 

engine2350mm 

2120mm 

2600mm 

1750kg 

1800mm 

high power motor enables high power traction and high efficiency

enlarged hydraulic pomp makes the running speed as fast as 4.3km/h

fertilizer basket lowered to 1200mm from the ground makes charging easier

new frame structure lessens center gravity movement 

eep cultivator, middle cultivator, shallow cultivator, compost sprayer, fertilizer sprayer, subsoiler, 

engine 

Displacement

Subsoiler

Attachment

Compost sprayer

high power motor enables high power traction and high efficiency 

enlarged hydraulic pomp makes the running speed as fast as 4.3km/h

fertilizer basket lowered to 1200mm from the ground makes charging easier

or, compost sprayer, fertilizer sprayer, subsoiler, 

type 

Brand 

isplacement

Output 

ubsoiler 

ttachment 

ompost sprayer 

enlarged hydraulic pomp makes the running speed as fast as 4.3km/h 

fertilizer basket lowered to 1200mm from the ground makes charging easier 

or, compost sprayer, fertilizer sprayer, subsoiler, 

4cycle water cooling 4 cylinder 

KUBOTA V2203

isplacement 

31.6kw(43ps)/2600rpm

Depth 400mm width200mm

R12T (hopper capacity 1m

or, compost sprayer, fertilizer sprayer, subsoiler, 

4cycle water cooling 4 cylinder 

diesel

KUBOTA V2203

2197cc

31.6kw(43ps)/2600rpm

R12S

epth 400mm width200mm

R12T (hopper capacity 1m

or, compost sprayer, fertilizer sprayer, subsoiler, 

4cycle water cooling 4 cylinder 

diesel 

KUBOTA V2203-B 

2197cc 

31.6kw(43ps)/2600rpm 

R12S 

epth 400mm width200mm

R12T (hopper capacity 1m³

or, compost sprayer, fertilizer sprayer, subsoiler, 

4cycle water cooling 4 cylinder 

 

epth 400mm width200mm 

³) 


